NOTICE OF PESTICIDE:

- X Registration
- ___ Reregistration
  (under FIFRA, as amended)

Name of Pesticide Product:
CHEMCHLOR 160

Name and Address of Registrant (include ZIP Code):
Chemstream, Inc.
511 Railroad Ave.
Homer City, PA 15748

Note: Changes in labeling differing in substance from that accepted in connection with this registration must be submitted to and accepted by the Antimicrobials Division prior to use of the label in commerce. In any correspondence on this product always refer to the above EPA registration number.

On the basis of information furnished by the registrant, the above named pesticide is hereby registered under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act.

Registration is in no way to be construed as an endorsement or recommendation of this product by the Agency. In order to protect health and the environment, the Administrator, on his motion, may at any time suspend or cancel the registration of a pesticide in accordance with the Act. The acceptance of any name in connection with the registration of a product under this Act is not to be construed as giving the registrant a right to exclusive use of the name or to its use if it has been covered by others.

This product is unconditionally registered in accordance with FIFRA section 3(c)(5) provided that you:

1. Submit and/or cite all data required for registration/reregistration/registration review of your product when the Agency requires all registrants of similar products to submit such data.

Signature of Approving Official:

Demson Fuller, Product Manager 32
Regulatory Management Branch II,
Antimicrobials Division (7510P)

Date:
8/28/19
2. Make the following label changes before you release the product for shipment:

- Revise the EPA Registration Number to read, “EPA Reg. No. 92757-1.”

3. Submit one copy of the revised final printed label for the record before you release the product for shipment.

Should you wish to add/retain a reference to the company’s website on your label, then please be aware that the website becomes labeling under the Federal Insecticide Fungicide and Rodenticide Act and is subject to review by the Agency. If the website is false or misleading, the product would be misbranded and unlawful to sell or distribute under FIFRA section 12(a)(1)(E). 40 CFR 156.10(a)(5) list examples of statements EPA may consider false or misleading. In addition, regardless of whether a website is referenced on your product’s label, claims made on the website may not substantially differ from those claims approved through the registration process. Therefore, should the Agency find or if it is brought to our attention that a website contains false or misleading statements or claims substantially differing from the EPA approved registration, the website will be referred to the EPA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance.

If these conditions are not complied with, the registration will be subject to cancellation in accordance with FIFRA section 6. Your release for shipment of the product constitutes acceptance of these conditions. A stamped copy of the label is enclosed for your records. Please also note that the record for this product currently contains the following CSFs:

- Basic CSF dated 04/09/2019

If you have any questions, please contact Melanie Bolden by phone at (703) 347-0165, or via email at Bolden.Melanie@epa.gov

Sincerely,

Demson Fuller, Product Manager 32
Regulatory Management Branch II
Antimicrobials Division (7510P)
Office of Pesticide Programs

Enclosure
ChemChlor 160

Manufactured By:
Chemstream, Inc.
511 Railroad Ave
Homer City PA  15748
724-915-8388

EMERGENCY CONTACT NUMBER
CHEMTREC 800-424-9300

Name  Product Identifier
Sodium Hypochlorite (CAS No. 7681-52-9)  12.5%
Other Ingredients  87.5%
TOTAL  100.0%

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

Do not contaminate food, feed, or water by storage or disposal.

PESTICIDE STORAGE:
Store this product in a cool dry area, away from direct sunlight and heat to avoid deterioration. Do not contaminate food or feed by storage, disposal or cleaning of equipment. In case of spill, flood areas with large quantities of water. Product or rinsates that cannot be used should be diluted with water before disposal in sanitary sewer.

PESTICIDE DISPOSAL:
Pesticide wastes may be hazardous. Improper disposal of excess pesticide, spray mixtures or rinsate is a violation of Federal Law. If these wastes cannot be dispose of by use according to label instructions, contact your State Pesticide or Environmental Control Agency, or the Hazardous Waste Representative at the nearest EPA Regional Office for guidance.

CONTAINER HANDLING:

REFILLABLE CONTAINER— Refill this container with pesticide only. Do not reuse this container for any other purpose. Cleaning the container before refilling is the responsibility of the refiller. Cleaning the container according to label instructions before final disposal is the responsibility of the person disposing of the container. If disposing refillable container, offer for recycling if available or place in trash collection.

CONTAINER CLEANING— Triple rinse or pressure rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after emptying.

Triple Rinse: If container has a capacity greater than five (5) gallons, triple rinse as follows: Empty remaining contents into application equipment or mix tank. Fill the container 1/4 full with water. Replace and tighten closure. Tip container on its sides and roll back and forth, ensuring at least one complete revolution for 30 seconds. Stand container on end and tip back and forth several times. Stand the container over on its other end and tip it back and forth several times. Empty rinsate into the application equipment or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Repeat this procedure two more times. If container has a capacity of five (5) gal or less, triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank and drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Fill the container 1/4 full with water and recap. Shake for 10 seconds. Pour rinsate into application equipment or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Repeat this procedure two more times.

Pressure Rinse: Empty rinsate into the application equipment or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Hold container over said container. Insert pressure nozzle inside of the container and rinse at ~40 psi for at least 30 seconds. Drain as above.

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN**

DANGER

FIRST AID

Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.

If in EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.

If on Skin or Clothing: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes."

If Inhaled: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance then give artificial respiration, preferably by mouth-to-mouth, if possible.

If Swallowed: Call poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

DANGER: Corrosive. Danger. Corrosive. Causes irreversible eye and skin damage. Do not get in eyes, on skin or on clothing. Harmful if absorbed through skin. Avoid contact with skin, eyes or clothing. Harmful if inhaled. Avoid breathing vapor. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse. Vacate poorly ventilated area as soon as possible. Do not return until strong odors have dissipated. Wear safety goggles and rubber gloves when handling this product. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

This pesticide is toxic to fish and aquatic organisms. Do not discharge effluent containing this product into lakes, streams, ponds, estuaries, oceans, or other waters unless in accordance with the requirements of a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit and the permitting authority has been notified in writing prior to discharge.

Do not discharge effluent containing this product to sewer systems without previously notifying the local sewage treatment plan authority. For guidance contact your state board or regional office of the EPA.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS

STRONG OXIDIZING AGENT: Mix only with water. Use clean utensils. Do not add this product to any dispensing device containing remnants of any other product. Such use may cause a violent reaction leading to fire or explosion. Contamination with moisture, organic matter or other chemicals will start a chemical reaction and generate heat, chlorine gas, (and possible fire and explosion). In case of contamination or decomposition, do not resell container, if possible isolate container in open air or well-ventilated area, flood area with large volumes of water if needed.

UN 1791
Hypochlorite solutions. Marine Pollutant (Sodium Hypochlorite) RQ; 8; PGIII

EPA REG. NO.: 92757-R
EPA EST. NO.: 92757-____IL-1
____PA-1
____PA-3
____OH-1

Net Wt. _____ LB
_____ GAL

LOT NO.:_____

ACCEPTED

08/28/2019
Under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act as amended, for the pesticide registered under EPA Reg. No. 92757-1
DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. The labeling must be in possession of the user at the time of application. Read the label affixed to the container for Sodium Hypochlorite 12.5% before applying. Use of Sodium Hypochlorite 12.5% according to this labeling is subject to the use precautions and limitations imposed by the label affixed to the container for Sodium Hypochlorite 12.5%.

SANITIZATION OF NONPOROUS FOOD CONTACT SURFACES:

RINSE METHOD – A SOLUTION OF 100 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE MAY BE USED IN THE SANITIZING SOLUTION IF A CHLORINE TEST KIT IS AVAILABLE. SOLUTIONS CONTAINING AN INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF 100 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE MUST BE TESTED AND ADJUSTED PERIODICALLY TO ENSURE THAT THE AVAILABLE CHLORINE DOES NOT DROP BELOW 50 PPM. PREPARE A 100 PPM SANITIZING SOLUTION BY THOROUGHLY MIXING 1 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER. IF NO TEST KIT IS AVAILABLE, PREPARE A SANITIZING SOLUTION BY THOROUGHLY MIXING 2 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER TO PROVIDE APPROXIMATELY 200 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE BY WEIGHT. CLEAN EQUIPMENT SURFACES IN THE NORMAL MANNER. PRIOR TO USE, RINSE ALL SURFACES THOROUGHLY WITH THE SANITIZING SOLUTION, MAINTAINING CONTACT WITH THE SANITIZER FOR AT LEAST 2 MINUTES. IF SOLUTION CONTAINS LESS THAN 50 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE, AS DETERMINED BY A SUITABLE TEST KIT, EITHER DISCARD THE SOLUTION OR ADD SUFFICIENT PRODUCT TO REESTABLISH A 200 PPM RESIDUAL. DO NOT RINSE EQUIPMENT WITH WATER AFTER TREATMENT AND DO NOT SOAK EQUIPMENT OVERNIGHT. SANITIZER USED IN AUTOMATED SYSTEMS MAY BE USED FOR GENERAL CLEANING, BUT MAY NOT BE RE-USED FOR SANITIZING PURPOSES.

IMMERSION METHOD – A SOLUTION OF 100 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE MAY BE USED IN THE SANITIZING SOLUTION IF A CHLORINE TEST KIT IS AVAILABLE. SOLUTIONS CONTAINING AN INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF 100 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE MUST BE TESTED AND ADJUSTED PERIODICALLY TO ENSURE THAT THE AVAILABLE CHLORINE DOES NOT DROP BELOW 50 PPM. PREPARE A 100 PPM SANITIZING SOLUTION BY THOROUGHLY MIXING 1 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER. IF NO TEST KIT IS AVAILABLE, PREPARE A SANITIZING SOLUTION BY THOROUGHLY MIXING 2 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER TO PROVIDE APPROXIMATELY 200 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE BY WEIGHT. CLEAN EQUIPMENT IN THE NORMAL MANNER. PRIOR TO USE, IMMERSE EQUIPMENT IN THE SANITIZING SOLUTION FOR AT LEAST 2 MINUTES AND ALLOW THE SANITIZER TO DRAIN. IF SOLUTION CONTAINS LESS THAN 50 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE, AS DETERMINED BY A SUITABLE TEST KIT, EITHER DISCARD THE SOLUTION OR ADD SUFFICIENT PRODUCT TO REESTABLISH A 200 PPM RESIDUAL. DO NOT RINSE EQUIPMENT WITH WATER AFTER TREATMENT. SANITIZER USED IN AUTOMATED SYSTEMS MAY BE USED FOR GENERAL CLEANING, BUT MAY NOT BE RE-USED FOR SANITIZING PURPOSES.

FLOW PRESSURE METHOD – DISASSEMBLE EQUIPMENT AND THOROUGHLY CLEAN AFTER USE. ASSEMBLE Equipment IN OPERATING POSITION PRIOR TO USE. PREPARE A VOLUME OF A 200 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE SANITIZING SOLUTION EQUAL TO 110% OF VOLUME CAPACITY OF THE EQUIPMENT BY MIXING THE PRODUCT IN A RATIO OF 2 OZ. PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER. PUMP SOLUTION THROUGH THE SYSTEM UNTIL FULL FLOW IS OBTAINED AT ALL EXTREMITIES, THE SYSTEM IS COMPLETELY FILLED WITH THE SANITIZER, AND ALL AIR IS REMOVED FROM THE SYSTEM. CLOSE DRAIN VALVES AND HOLD UNDER PRESSURE FOR A LEAST 10 MINUTES TO ENSURE CONTACT WITH ALL INTERNAL SURFACES. REMOVE SOME CLEANING SOLUTION FROM DRAIN VALVE AND TEST WITH A CHLORINE TEST KIT. REPEAT ENTIRE CLEANING SANITIZING PROCESS IF EFFLUENT CONTAINS LESS THAN 50 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE.

CLEAN IN PLACE METHOD – THOROUGHLY CLEAN EQUIPMENT AFTER USE. PREPARE A VOLUME OF A 200 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE SANITIZING SOLUTION EQUAL TO 110% OF VOLUME CAPACITY OF THE EQUIPMENT BY MIXING THE PRODUCT IN A RATIO OF 2 OZ. PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER. PUMP SOLUTION THROUGH THE SYSTEM UNTIL FULL FLOW IS OBTAINED AT ALL EXTREMITIES, THE SYSTEM IS COMPLETELY FILLED WITH THE SANITIZER, AND ALL AIR IS REMOVED FROM THE SYSTEM. CLOSE DRAIN VALVE AND HOLD UNDER PRESSURE FOR A LEAST 10 MINUTES TO ENSURE CONTACT WITH ALL INTERNAL SURFACES. REMOVE SOME CLEANING SOLUTION FROM DRAIN VALVE AND TEST WITH A CHLORINE TEST KIT. REPEAT ENTIRE CLEANING SANITIZING PROCESS IF EFFLUENT CONTAINS LESS THAN 50 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE.

SPRAY FOG METHOD – PRECLEAN ALL SURFACES AFTER USE. USE A 200 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE SOLUTION TO CONTROL BACTERIA, MOLD OR FUNGI AND A 600 PPM SOLUTION TO CONTROL BACTERIOPHAGE. PREPARE A 200 PPM SANITIZING SOLUTION OF SUFFICIENT SIZE BY THOROUGHLY MIXING THE PRODUCT IN A RATIO OF 2 OZ. PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER. USE SPRAY OR FOGGING EQUIPMENT WHICH CAN RESIST HYPOCHLORITE SOLUTIONS. ALWAYS EMPTY AND RINSE SPRAY FOG EQUIPMENT WITH POTABLE WATER AFTER USE. THOROUGHLY SPRAY OR FOG ALL SURFACES UNTIL WET, ALLOWING EXCESS SANITIZER TO DRAIN. VACATE AREA FOR AT LEAST 2 HOURS. PRIOR TO USING EQUIPMENT, RINSE ALL SURFACES TREATED WITH A 600 PPM SOLUTION WITH A 200 PPM SOLUTION.
SANITIZATION OF NONPOROUS NONFOOD CONTACT SURFACES:

**RINSE METHOD** – PREPARE A SANITIZING SOLUTION BY THOROUGHLY MIXING 2 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER. TO PROVIDE APPROXIMATELY 200 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE BY WEIGHT. CLEAN EQUIPMENT SURFACES IN THE NORMAL MANNER. PRIOR TO USE, RINSE ALL SURFACES THOROUGHLY WITH THE SANITIZING SOLUTION, MAINTAINING CONTACT WITH THE SANITIZER FOR AT LEAST 2 MINUTES. DO NOT RINSE EQUIPMENT WITH WATER AFTER TREATMENT AND DO NOT SOAK EQUIPMENT OVERNIGHT.

**IMMERSION METHOD** – PREPARE A SANITIZING SOLUTION BY THOROUGHLY MIXING, IN A IMMERSION TANK, 2 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER TO PROVIDE APPROXIMATELY 200 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE BY WEIGHT. CLEAN EQUIPMENT IN THE NORMAL MANNER. PRIOR TO USE, IMMERESE EQUIPMENT IN THE SANITIZING SOLUTION FOR A LEAST 2 MINUTES TO ALLOW THE SANITIZER TO DRAIN. DO NOT RINSE EQUIPMENT WITH WATER AFTER TREATMENT.

SANITIZATION OF POROUS FOOD CONTACT SURFACES:

**RINSE METHOD** – PREPARE A 600 PPM SOLUTION BY THOROUGHLY MIXING 6 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER. CLEAN SURFACES IN THE NORMAL MANNER. RINSE ALL SURFACES THOROUGHLY WITH THE 600 PPM SOLUTION, MAINTAINING CONTACT FOR AT LEAST 2 MINUTES. PREPARE A 200 PPM SANITIZING SOLUTION BY THOROUGHLY MIXING 2 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER. PRIOR TO USING EQUIPMENT, RINSE ALL SURFACES WITH A 200 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE SOLUTION. DO NOT RINSE AND DO NOT SOAK EQUIPMENT OVERNIGHT.

**IMMERSION METHOD** – PREPARE A 600 PPM SOLUTION BY THOROUGHLY MIXING, IN AN IMMERSION TANK, 6 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER. CLEAN EQUIPMENT IN THE NORMAL MANNER. IMMERSE EQUIPMENT IN THE 600 PPM SOLUTION FOR AT LEAST 2 MINUTES. PREPARE A 200 PPM SANITIZING SOLUTION BY THOROUGHLY MIXING 2 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER. PRIOR TO USING EQUIPMENT, IMMERSE ALL SURFACES IN A 200 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE SOLUTION. DO NOT RINSE AND DO NOT SOAK EQUIPMENT OVERNIGHT.

SANITIZATION OF POROUS AND NONFOOD CONTACT SURFACES:

**RINSE METHOD** – PREPARE A SANITIZING SOLUTION BY THOROUGHLY MIXING 6 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER TO PROVIDE APPROXIMATELY 600 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE BY WEIGHT. CLEAN SURFACES IN THE NORMAL MANNER. PRIOR TO USE, RINSE ALL SURFACES THOROUGHLY WITH THE SANITIZING SOLUTION, MAINTAINING CONTACT WITH THE SANITIZER FOR AT LEAST 2 MINUTES. DO NOT RINSE EQUIPMENT WITH WATER AFTER TREATMENT AND DO NOT SOAK EQUIPMENT OVERNIGHT.

**IMMERSION METHOD** – PREPARE A SANITIZING SOLUTION BY THOROUGHLY MIXING, IN AN IMMERSION TANK, 6 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER TO PROVIDE APPROXIMATELY 600 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE BY WEIGHT. CLEAN EQUIPMENT IN THE NORMAL MANNER. PRIOR TO USE, IMMERSE EQUIPMENT IN THE SANITIZING SOLUTION FOR AT LEAST 2 MINUTES TO ALLOW THE SANITIZER TO DRAIN. DO NOT RINSE EQUIPMENT WITH WATER AFTER TREATMENT.

SEWAGE & WASTEWATER EFFLUENT TREATMENT

THE DISINFECTION OF SEWAGE EFFLUENT MUST BE EVALUATED BY DETERMINING THE TOTAL NUMBER OF COLIFORM BACTERIA AND OR FECAL COLIFORM BACTERIA, AS DETERMINED BY THE MOST PROBABLE NUMBER (MPN) PROCEDURE, TO ENSURE THAT THE CHLORINATED EFFLUENT HAS BEEN REDUCED TO OR BELOW THE MAXIMUM PERMITTED BY THE CONTROLLING REGULATORY JURISDICTION. ON THE AVERAGE, SATISFACTORY DISINFECTION OF SECONDARY WASTEWATER EFFLUENT CAN BE OBTAINED WHEN THE CHLORINE RESIDUAL IS 0.5 PPM AFTER 15 MINUTES OF CONTACT. ALTHOUGH THE CHLORINE RESIDUAL IS THE CRITICAL FACTOR IN DISINFECTION, THE IMPORTANCE OF CORRELATING CHLORINE RESIDUAL WITH BACTERIAL KILL MUST BE EMPHASIZED. THE MPN OF THE EFFLUENT, WHICH IS DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE WATER QUALITY STANDARDS REQUIREMENTS, SHOULD BE THE FINAL AND PRIMARY STANDARD, AND THE CHLORINE RESIDUAL SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AN OPERATING STANDARD VALID ONLY TO THE EXTENT VERIFIED BY THE COLIFORM QUALITY OF THE E FFLUENT. THE FOLLOWING ARE CRITICAL FACTORS AFFECTING WASTEWATER DISINFECTION: 1. MIXING: IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THE PRODUCT AND THE WASTEWATER BE INSTANTANEOUSLY AND COMPLETELY FLASH MIXED TO ASSURE REACTION WITH EVERY CHEMICALLY ACTIVE SOLUBLE AND PARTICULATE COMPONENT OF THE WASTEWATER. 2. CONTACTING: UPON FLASH MIXING, THE FLOW THROUGH THE SYSTEM MUST BE MAINTAINED. 3. DOSAGE RESIDUAL CONTROL: SUCCESSFUL DISINFECTION IS EXTREMELY DEPENDENT ON RESPONSE TO FLUCTUATING CHLORINE DEMAND TO MAINTAIN A PREDETERMINED, DESIRABLE CHLORINE LEVEL. SECONDARY EFFLUENT SHOULD CONTAIN 0.2 – 1.0 PPM CHLORINE RESIDUAL AFTER A 15-30 MINUTE CONTACT TIME. A REASONABLE AVERAGE OF RESIDUAL CHLORINE IS 0.5 PPM AFTER 15 MINUTES CONTACT TIME.
DISINFECTION OF NONPOROUS NONFOOD CONTACT SURFACES:

RINSE METHOD – PREPARE A DISINFECTING SOLUTION BY THOROUGHLY MIXING 6 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER TO PROVIDE APPROXIMATELY 600 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE BY WEIGHT. CLEAN EQUIPMENT SURFACES IN THE NORMAL MANNER. PRIOR TO USE, RINSE ALL SURFACES THOROUGHLY WITH THE DISINFECTING SOLUTION, MAINTAINING CONTACT WITH THE SOLUTION FOR A LEAST 10 MINUTES. DO NOT RINSE EQUIPMENT WITH WATER AFTER TREATMENT AND DO NOT SOAK EQUIPMENT OVERNIGHT.

IMMERSION METHOD – PREPARE A DISINFECTING SOLUTION BY THOROUGHLY MIXING, IN AN IMMERSION TANK, 6 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER TO PROVIDE APPROXIMATELY 600 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE BY WEIGHT. CLEAN EQUIPMENT IN THE DISINFECTING SOLUTION FOR AT LEAST 10 MINUTES AND ALLOW THE SANITIZER TO DRAIN. DO NOT RINSE EQUIPMENT WITH WATER AFTER TREATMENT.

COOLING TOWER EVAPORATIVE CONDENSER WATER:

SLUG FEED METHOD – INITIAL DOSE: WHEN SYSTEM IS NOTICEABLY FOULED, APPLY 52 TO 104 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM TO OBTAIN FROM 5 TO 10 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE. REPEAT UNTIL CONTROL IS ACHIEVED. SUBSEQUENT DOSE: WHEN MICROBIAL CONTROL IS EVIDENT, ADD 11 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM DAILY, OR AS NEEDED TO MAINTAIN CONTROL AND KEEP THE CHLORINE RESIDUAL AT 1 PPM. BADLY FOULED SYSTEMS MUST BE CLEANED BEFORE TREATMENT IS BEGUN.

INTERMITTENT FEED METHOD – INITIAL DOSE: WHEN SYSTEM IS NOTICEABLY FOULED, APPLY 52 TO 104 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM TO OBTAIN 5 TO 10 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE. APPLY HALF (OR 0.3, 0.25, OR 0.2) OF THIS INITIAL DOSE WHEN HALF (OR 0.3, 0.25, OR 0.2) OF THE WATER IN THE SYSTEM HAS BEEN LOST BY BLOWDOWN. SUBSEQUENT DOSE: WHEN MICROBIAL CONTROL IS EVIDENT, ADD 11 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM TO OBTAIN A 1 PPM RESIDUAL. APPLY HALF (OR 0.3, 0.25, OR 0.2) OF THIS INITIAL DOSE WHEN HALF (OR 0.3, 0.25, OR 0.2) OF THE WATER IN THE SYSTEM HAS BEEN LOST BY BLOWDOWN. BADLY FOULED SYSTEMS MUST BE CLEANED BEFORE TREATMENT IS BEGUN.

CONTINUOUS FEED METHOD – INITIAL DOSE: WHEN SYSTEM IS NOTICEABLY FOULED, APPLY 52 TO 104 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM TO OBTAIN 5 TO 10 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE. SUBSEQUENT DOSE: MAINTAIN THIS TREATMENT LEVEL BY STARTING A CONTINUOUS FEED OF 1 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 1,000 GALLONS OF WATER LOST BY BLOWDOWN TO MAINTAIN A 1 PPM RESIDUAL. BADLY FOULED SYSTEMS MUST BE CLEANED BEFORE TREATMENT IS BEGUN.

BRIQUETTES OR TABLETS – INITALLY SLUG DOSE THE SYSTEM WITH 52 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM. BADLY FOULED SYSTEMS MUST BE CLEANED BEFORE TREATMENT IS BEGUN. SUBSEQUENT DOSE: WHEN MICROBIAL CONTROL IS EVIDENT, ADD 11 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM DAILY, OR AS NEEDED TO MAINTAIN CONTROL AND KEEP THE CHLORINE RESIDUAL AT 1 PPM. BADLY FOULED SYSTEMS MUST BE CLEANED BEFORE TREATMENT IS BEGUN.

PUBLIC WATER SYSTEMS:

RESERVOIRS – ALGAE CONTROL – HYPOCHLORINATE STREAM FEEDING THE RESERVOIR. SUITABLE FEEDING POINTS SHOULD BE SELECTED ON EACH STREAM AT LEAST 50 YARDS UPSTREAM FROM THE POINTS OF ENTRY INTO THE RESERVOIR.

MAINS – THOROUGHLY FLUSH SECTION TO BE SANITIZED BY DISCHARGING FROM HYDRANTS. PERMIT A WATER FLOW OF AT LEAST 2.5 FEET PER MINUTE TO CONTINUE UNDER PRESSURE WHILE INJECTING THIS PRODUCT BY MEANS OF A HYPOCHLORINATOR. STOP WATER FLOW WHEN A CHLORINE RESIDUAL TEST OF 50 PPM IS OBTAINED AT THE LOW-PRESSURE END OF THE NEW MAIN SECTION AFTER A 24 HOUR RETENTION TIME. WHEN CHLORINATION IS COMPLETED, THE SYSTEM MUST BE FLUSHED FREE OF ALL HEAVILY CHLORINATED WATER.

NEW TANKS, BASINS, ETC. – REMOVE ALL PHYSICAL SOIL FROM SURFACES. PLACE 20 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT FOR EACH 5 CUBIC FEET OF WORKING CAPACITY (500 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE). FILL TO WORKING CAPACITY AND ALLOW TO STAND FOR AT LEAST 4 HOURS. DRAIN AND FLUSH WITH POTABLE WATER AND RETURN TO SURFACE.

NEW FILTER SAND – APPLY 80 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT FOR EACH 150 TO 200 CUBIC FEET OF SAND. THE ACTION OF THE PRODUCT DISSOLVING AS THE WATER PASSES THROUGH THE BED WILL AID IN SANITIZING THE NEW SAND.
NEW WELLS – FLUSH THE CASING WITH A 50 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE SOLUTION OF WATER CONTAINING 5 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT FOR EACH 100 GALLONS OF WATER. THE SOLUTION SHOULD BE PUMPED OR FED BY GRAVITY INTO THE WELL AFTER THOROUGH MIXING WITH AGITATION. THE WELL SHOULD STAND FOR SEVERAL HOURS OR OVERNIGHT UNDER CHLORINATION. IT MAY THEN BE PUMPED UNTIL A REPRESENTATIVE RAW WATER SAMPLE IS OBTAINED. BACTERIAL EXAMINATION OF THE WATER WILL INDICATE WHETHER FURTHER TREATMENT IS NECESSARY.

EXISTING EQUIPMENT – REMOVE EQUIPMENT FROM SERVICE, THOROUGHLY CLEAN SURFACES OF ALL PHYSICAL SOIL. SANITIZE BY PLACING 20 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT FOR EACH 5 CUBIC FEET CAPACITY (APPROXIMATELY 500 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE). FILL TO WORKING CAPACITY AND LET STAND AT LEAST 4 HOURS. DRAIN AND PLACE IN SERVICE. IF THE PREVIOUS TREATMENT IS NOT PRACTICAL, SURFACES MAY BE SPRAYED WITH A SOLUTION CONTAINING 5 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT FOR EACH 5 GALLONS OF WATER (APPROXIMATELY 1000 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE). AFTER DRYING, FLUSH WITH WATER AND RETURN TO SERVICE.

SWIMMING POOL:

SWIMMING POOL WATER DISINFECTION – FOR A NEW POOL OR SPRING START-UP, SUPERCHLORINATE WITH 52 TO 104 OZ. OF PRODUCT FOR EACH 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER TO YIELD 5 TO 10 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE BY WEIGHT. CHECK THE LEVEL OF AVAILABLE CHLORINE WITH A TEST KIT. ADJUST AND MAINTAIN POOL WATER TO PH TO BETWEEN 7.2 TO 7.6. ADJUST AND MAINTAIN THE ALKALINITY OF THE POOL TO BETWEEN 50 AND 100 PPM. TO MAINTAIN THE POOL, ADD MANUALLY OR BY A FEEDER DEVICE 11 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT FOR EACH 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER TO YIELD AN AVAILABLE CHLORINE RESIDUAL BETWEEN 0.6 TO 1.0 PPM BY WEIGHT. STABILIZED POOLS SHOULD MAINTAIN A RESIDUAL OF 1.0 TO 1.5 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE. TEST THE PH, AVAILABLE CHLORINE RESIDUAL AND ALKALINITY OF THE WATER FREQUENTLY WITH APPROPRIATE TEST KITS. FREQUENCY OF WATER TREATMENT WILL DEPEND UPON TEMPERATURE AND NUMBER OF SWIMMERS. EVERY 7 DAYS, OR AS NECESSARY, SUPERCHLORINATE THE POOL WITH 52 TO 104 OZ. OF PROUCT FOR EACH 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER TO YIELD 5 TO 10 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE BY WEIGHT. CHECK THE LEVEL OF AVAILABLE CHLORINE WITH A TEST KIT. DO NOT REENTER POOL UNTIL THE CHLORINE RESIDUAL IS BETWEEN 1.0 TO 3.0 PPM. AT THE END OF THE SWIMMING POOL SEASON OR WHEN WATER IS TO BE DRAINED FROM THE POOL, CHLORINE MUST BE ALLOWED TO DISSIPATE FROM TREATED POOL WATER BEFORE DISCHARGE. DO NOT CHLORINATE THE POOL WITHIN 24 HOURS PRIOR TO DISCHARGE.

WINTERIZING POOLS – WHILE WATER IS STILL CLEAR & CLEAN, APPLY 3 OZ. OF PRODUCT PER 1000 GALLONS, WHILE FILTER IS RUNNING, TO OBTAIN A 3 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE RESIDUAL, AS DETERMINED BY A SUITABLE TEST KIT. COVER POOL, PREPARE HEATER, FILTER, AND HEATER COMPONENTS FOR WINTER BY FOLLOWING MANUFACTURER’S DIRECTIONS.

SEWAGE AND WASTEWATER TREATMENT:

EFFLUENT SLIME CONTROL – APPLY A 100 TO 1000 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE SOLUTION AT A LOCATION WHICH WILL ALLOW COMPLETE MIXING. PREPARE THIS SOLUTION BY MIXING 10 TO 100 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 100 GALLONS OF WATER. ONCE CONTROL IS EVIDENT, APPLY A 15 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE SOLUTION. PREPARE THIS SOLUTION BY MIXING 1.5 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 100 GALLONS OF WATER.

FILTER BEDS SLIME CONTROL – REMOVE FILTER FROM SERVICE, DRAIN TO A DEPTH OF 1 FOOT ABOVE FILTER SAND, AND ADD 80 OZ. OF PRODUCT PER 20 SQUARE FEET EVENLY OVER SURFACE. WAIT 30 MINUTES BEFORE DRAINING WATER TO A LEVEL THAT IS EVEN WITH THE TOP OF THE FILTER. WAIT FOR 4 TO 6 HOURS BEFORE COMPLETELY DRAINING AND BACKWASHING FILTER.

AGRICULTURAL USES:

POST-HARVEST PROTECTION – POTATOES CAN BE SANITIZED AFTER CLEANING AND PRIOR TO STORAGE BY SPRAYING WITH A SANITIZING SOLUTION AT A LEVEL OF 1 GALLON OF SANITIZING SOLUTION PER TON OF POTATOES. THOROUGHLY MIX 1 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT TO 2 GALLONS OF WATER TO OBTAIN 500 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE.

LEAFCUTTING BEE CELLS AND BEE BOARDS - DISINFECT LEAFCUTTING BEE CELLS AND BEE BOARDS BY IMMERSION IN A SOLUTION CONTAINING 1 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE FOR 3 MINUTES. ALLOW CELLS TO DRAIN FOR 2 MINUTES AND DRY FOR 4 TO 5 HOURS OR UNTIL NO CHLORINE ODOR CAN BE DETECTED. THIS SOLUTION IS MADE BY THOROUGHLY MIXING 1 TSP. OF THIS PRODUCT TO 100 GALLONS OF WATER. THE BEE DOMICILE IS DISINFECTED BY SPRAYING WITH A 0.1 PPM SOLUTION UNTIL ALL SURFACES ARE THOROUGHLY WET. ALLOW THE DOMICILE TO DRY UNTIL ALL CHLORINE ODOR HAS DISSIPATED.

FOOD EGG SANITIZATION – THOROUGHLY CLEAN ALL EGGS. THOROUGHLY MIX 2 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WARM WATER TO PRODUCE A 200 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE SOLUTION. THE SANITIZER TEMPERATURE SHOULD NOT EXCEED 130 F. SPRAY THE WARM SANITIZER SO THAT THE EGGS ARE THOROUGHLY WETTED FOR 10 MINUTES. ALLOW THE EGGS TO THOROUGHLY DRY BEFORE CASING OR BREAKING. DO NOT APPLY A POTABLE WATER RINSE. THE SOLUTION SHOULD NOT BE RE-USED TO SANITIZE EGGS.
FRUIT & VEGETABLE WASHING – THOROUGHLY CLEAN ALL FRUITS AND VEGETABLES IN WASH TANK. THOROUGHLY MIX 5 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT IN 200 GALLONS OF WATER TO MAKE A SANITIZING SOLUTION OF 25 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE. AFTER DRAINING THE TANK, SUBMERGE FRUIT OR VEGETABLES FOR TWO MINUTES IN A SECOND WASH TANK CONTAINING THE RECORCULATING SANITIZING SOLUTION. SPRAY RINSE VEGETABLES WITH THE SANITIZING SOLUTION PRIOR TO PACKAGING. RINSE FRUIT WITH POTABLE WATER ONLY PRIOR TO PACKAGING.

LAUNDRY SANITIZERS;

IN SOAKING SUDS – THOROUGHLY MIX 2 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT TO 10 GALLONS OF WASH WATER TO PROVIDE 200 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE. WAIT 5 MINUTES, THEN ADD SOAP OR DETERGENT. IMMERSE LAUNDRY FOR AT LEAST 11 MINUTES PRIOR TO STARTING THE WASH RINSE CYCLE.

IN WASHING SUDS – THOROUGHLY MIX 2 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT TO 10 GALLONS OF WASH WATER CONTAINING CLOTHES TO PROVIDE 200 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE. WAIT 5 MINUTES, THEN ADD SOAP OR DETERGENT AND START THE WASH RINSE CYCLE.

COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY SANITIZERS – WET FABRICS OR CLOTHES SHOULD BE SPUN DRY PRIOR TO SANITIZATION. THOROUGHLY MIX 2 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER TO YIELD 200 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE. PROMPTLY AFTER MIXING THE SANITIZER, ADD THE SOLUTION INTO THE PREWASH PRIOR TO WASHING FABRICS AND CLOTHES IN THE REGULAR WASH CYCLE WITH GOOD DETERGENT. TEST THE LEVEL OF AVAILABLE CHLORINE, IF SOLUTION HAS BEEN ALLOWED TO STAND. ADD MORE OF THIS PRODUCT IF THE AVAILABLE CHLORINE LEVEL HAS DROPPED BELOW 200 PPM.

FARM PREMISES

REMOVE ALL ANIMALS, POULTRY, AND FEED FROM PREMISES, VEHICLES, AND ENCLOSURES. REMOVE ALL LITTER AND MANURE FROM FLOORS, WALLS, AND SURFACES OF BARNs, PENS, STALLS, CHUTES, AND OTHER FACILITIES OCCUPIED OR TRAVERSED BY ANIMALS OR POULTRY. EMPTY ALL TROUGHS, RACKS, AND OTHER FEED AND WATER APPLIANCES. THOROUGHLY CLEAN ALL SURFACES WITH SOAP OR DETERGENT AND RINSE WITH WATER. TO DISINFECT, SATURATE ALL SURFACES WITH A SOLUTION OF AT LEAST 1000 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE FOR A PERIOD OF 10 MINUTES. A 1000 PPM SOLUTION CAN BE MADE BY THOROUGHLY MIXING 11 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER. IMMERSE ALL HALTERS, ROPES, AND OTHER TYPES OF EQUIPMENT USED IN HANDLING AND RESTRAINING ANIMALS OR POULTRY, AS WELL AS THE CLEANED FORKS, SHOVELS, AND SCRAPERS USED FOR REMOVING LITTER AND MANURE. VENTILATE BUILDINGS, CARS, BOATS, AND OTHER CLOSED SPACES. DO NOT HOUSE LIVESTOCK OR POULTRY OR EMPLOY EQUIPMENT UNTIL CHLORINE HAS BEEN DISSIPATED. ALL TREATED FEED RACKS, MANGERS, TROUGHS, AUTOMATIC FEEDERS, FOUNTAINS, AND WATERERS MUST BE RINSED WITH POTABLE WATER BEFORE REUSE.

DISINFECTION OF DRINKING WATER (EMERGENCY, PUBLIC, INDIVIDUAL SYSTEMS):

PUBLIC SYSTEMS – MIX A RATIO OF 1 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT TO 100 GALLONS OF WATER. BEGIN FEEDING THIS SOLUTION WITH A HYPOCHLORINATOR UNTIL A FREE AVAILABLE CHLORINE RESIDUAL OF AT LEAST 0.2 PPM AND NO MORE THAN 0.6 PPM IS ATTAINED THROUGHOUT THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM. CHECK WATER FREQUENTLY WITH A CHLORINE TEST. BACTERIOLOGICAL SAMPLING MUST BE CONDUCTED AT A FREQUENCY NO LESS THAN THAT PRESCRIBED BY THE NATIONAL PRIMARY DRINKING WATER REGULATIONS. CONTACT YOUR LOCAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT FOR FURTHER DETAILS.


INDIVIDUAL WATER SYSTEMS: DRILLED, DRIVEN & BORED WELLS – RUN PUMP UNTIL WATER IS AS FREE FROM TURBIDITY AS POSSIBLE. POUR A 100 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE SANITIZING SOLUTION INTO THE WELL. THIS SOLUTION CAN BE MADE BY THOROUGHLY MIXING 1 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT INTO 10 GALLONS OF WATER. ADD 5 TO 10 GALLONS OF CLEAN, CHLORINATED WATER TO THE WELL IN ORDER TO FORCE THE SANITIZER INTO THE ROCK FORMATION. WASH THE EXTERIOR OF PUMP CYLINDER WITH THE SANITIZER. DROP PIPELINE INTO THE WELL, START PUMP AND PUMP WATER UNTIL STRONG ODOR OF CHLORINE IN WATER IS NOTED. STOP PUMP AND WAIT AT LEAST 24 HOURS. AFTER 24 HOURS, FLUSH WELL UNTIL ALL TRACES OF CHLORINE HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM THE WATER. DEEP WELLS WITH HIGH WATER LEVELS MAY NECESSITATE THE USE OF SPECIAL METHODS FOR INTRODUCTION OF THE SANITIZER INTO THE WELL. CONSULT YOUR LOCAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT FOR FURTHER DETAILS.
INDIVIDUAL WATER SYSTEMS: FLOWING ARTESIAN WELLS – ARTESIAN WELLS GENERALLY DO NOT REQUIRE DISINFECTION. IF ANALYSES INDICATE PERSISTENT CONTAMINATION, THE WELL SHOULD BE DISINFECTED. CONSULT YOUR LOCAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

EMERGENCY DISINFECTION – WHEN BOILING OF WATER FOR 1 MINUTE IS NOT PRACTICAL, WATER CAN BE MADE POTABLE BY USING THIS PRODUCT. PRIOR TO ADDITION OF THE SANITIZER, REMOVE ALL SUSPENDED MATERIAL BY FILTRATION OR BY ALLOWING IT TO SETTLE TO THE BOTTOM. DECANT THE CLARIFIED, CONTAMINATED WATER TO A CLEAN CONTAINER AND ADD 1 DROP OF THIS PRODUCT TO 20 GALLONS OF WATER. ALLOW THE TREATED WATER TO STAND FOR 30 MINUTES. PROPERLY TREATED WATER SHOULD HAVE A SLIGHT CHLORINE ODOR, IF NOT, REPEAT DOSAGE AND ALLOW THE WATER TO STAND AN ADDITIONAL 15 MINUTES. THE TREATED WATER CAN THEN BE MADE PALATABLE BY POURING IT BETWEEN CLEAN CONTAINERS FOR SEVERAL TIMES.

SPAS, HOT TUBS, IMMERSION TANKS, ETC.:

SPAS AND HOT-TUBS – APPLY 5 OZ. OF PRODUCT PER 1000 GALLONS OF WATER TO OBTAIN A FREE AVAILABLE CHLORINE CONCENTRATION OF 5 PPM, AS DETERMINED BY A SUITABLE CHLORINE TEST KIT. ADJUST AND MAINTAIN POOL WATER PH TO BETWEEN 7.2 AND 7.8. SOME OILS; LOTIONS, FRAGRANCES, CLEANERS, ETC. MAY CAUSE FOAMING OR CLOUDY WATER AS WELL AS REDUCE THE EFFICIENCY OF THE PRODUCT. TO MAINTAIN THE WATER, APPLY 5 OZ. OF PRODUCT PER 1000 GALLONS OF WATER OVER THE SURFACE TO MAINTAIN A CHLORINE CONCENTRATION OF 5 PPM. AFTER EACH USE, SHOCK TREAT WITH 8 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 500 GALLONS OF WATER TO CONTROL ODOR AND ALGAE. DURING EXTENDED PERIODS OF DISUSE, ADD 3 OZ. OF PRODUCT DAILY PER 1000 GALLONS OF WATER TO MAINTAIN A 3 PPM CHLORINE CONCENTRATION.

HUBBARD AND IMMERSION TANKS – ADD 5 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 300 GALLONS OF WATER BEFORE PATIENT USE TO OBTAIN A CHLORINE RESIDUAL OF 25 PPM, AS DETERMINED BY A SUITABLE TEST KIT. ADJUST AND MAINTAIN THE WATER PH TO BETWEEN 7.2 AND 7.6. AFTER EACH USE, DRAIN THE TANK. ADD 5 OZ. TO A BUCKET OF WATER AND CIRCULATE THIS SOLUTION THROUGHOUT THE AGITATOR OF THE TANK FOR 15 MINUTES AND THEN RINSE OUT THE SOLUTION. CLEAN TANK THOROUGHLY AND DRY AND CLEAN CLOTHES. NOT APPROVED FOR THIS USE IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

HYDROTHERAPY TANKS – ADD 1 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 1000 GALLONS OF WATER TO OBTAIN A CHLORINE RESIDUAL OF 1 PPM, AS DETERMINED BY A SUITABLE CHLORINE TEST KIT. POOL SHOULD NOT BE ENTERED UNTIL THE CHLORINE RESIDUAL IS BELOW 3 PPM. ADJUST AND MAINTAIN THE WATER PH TO BETWEEN 7.2 AND 7.6. OPERATE POOL FILTER CONTINUOUSLY, DRAIN POOL WEEKLY, AND CLEAN BEFORE REFILLING.

MEAT AND POULTRY PLANTS

AUTHORIZED BY USDA FOR USE IN FEDERALLY INSPECTED MEAT AND POULTRY PLANTS

CHLORINE MAY BE PRESENT IN PROCESSING WATER OF MEAT AND POULTRY PLANTS AT CONCENTRATIONS UP TO 5 PARTS PER MILLION (PPM) CALCULATED AS AVAILABLE CHLORINE. ALSO, CHLORINE MAY BE PRESENT IN POULTRY CHILLER INTAKE WATER, AND IN CARCASS WATER IN CONCENTRATIONS UP TO 50 PARTS PER MILLION CALCULATED AS AVAILABLE CHLORINE. CHLORINE MUST BE DISPENSED AT CONSTANT AND UNIFORM LEVEL AND THE METHOD OR SYSTEM MUST BE SUCH THAT A CONTROLLED RATE IS MAINTAINED. THOROUGHLY MIX 1 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT IN 200 GALLONS OF WATER TO MAKE A SANITIZING SOLUTION OF 5 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE, OR 10 OZ. IN 200 GALLONS OF WATER FOR 50 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE.

AQUACULTURAL USES:

FISH PONDS – REMOVE FISH FROM PONDS PRIOR TO TREATMENT. THOROUGHLY MIX 104 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT TO 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER TO OBTAIN 10 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE. ADD MORE PRODUCT TO THE WATER IF THE AVAILABLE CHLORINE LEVEL IS BELOW 1 PPM AFTER 5 MINUTES. RETURN FISH TO POND AFTER THE AVAILABLE CHLORINE LEVEL REACHES ZERO.

FISH POND EQUIPMENT – THOROUGHLY CLEAN ALL EQUIPMENT PRIOR TO TREATMENT. THOROUGHLY MIX 2 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT TO 10 GALLONS OF WATER TO OBTAIN 200 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE. POROUS EQUIPMENT SHOULD SOAK FOR ONE HOUR.

MAIN LOBSTER PONDS – REMOVE LOBSTERS, SEAWEED, ETC. FROM PONDS PRIOR TO TREATMENT. DRAIN THE POND. THOROUGHLY MIX 6,200 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT TO 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER TO OBTAIN AT LEAST 600 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE. APPLY SO THAT ALL BARROWS, GATES, ROCK AND DAM ARE TREATED WITH PRODUCT. PERMIT HIGH TIDE TO FILL THE POND AND THEN CLOSE THE GATES. ALLOW WATER TO STAND FOR 2 TO 3 DAYS UNTIL THE AVAILABLE CHLORINE LEVEL REACHES ZERO. OPEN GATES AND ALLOW 2 TIDAL CYCLES TO FLUSH THE POND BEFORE RETURNING LOBSTERS TO POND.
CONDITIONING LIVE OYSTERS - THOROUGHLY MIX 5 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT TO 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER TO 50 TO 70 F TO OBTAIN 0.5 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE. EXPOSE OYSTERS TO THIS SOLUTION FOR AT LEAST 15 MINUTES, MONITORING THE AVAILABLE CHLORINE LEVEL SO THAT IT DOES NOT FALL BELOW 0.05 PPM. REPEAT ENTIRE PROCESS IF THE AVAILABLE CHLORINE LEVEL DROPS BELOW 0.5 PPM OR THE TEMPERATURE FALLS BELOW 50 F. NOT APPROVED FOR THIS USE IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

CONTROL OF SCAVENGERS IN FISH HATCHERY PONDS – PREPARE A SOLUTION CONTAINING 200 PPM OF AVAILABLE CHLORINE BY MIXING 2 OZ. OF PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER. POUR INTO DRAINED POND POTHOLES. REPEAT IF NECESSARY. DO NOT PUT DESIRABLE FISH BACK INTO REFILLED PONDS UNTIL CHLORINE RESIDUAL HAS DROPPED TO 0 PPM, AS DETERMINED BY A TEST KIT.

SANITIZATION OF DIALYSIS MACHINES

FLUSH EQUIPMENT THOROUGHLY WITH WATER PRIOR TO USING THIS PRODUCT. THOROUGHLY MIX 6 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT TO 10 GALLONS OF WATER TO OBTAIN AT LEAST 600 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE. IMMEDIATELY USE THIS PRODUCT IN THE HEMODIALYSATE SYSTEM ALLOWING FOR A MINIMUM CONTACT TIME OF 15 MINUTES OF 20 C. DRAIN SYSTEM OF THE SANITIZING SOLUTION AND THOROUGHLY RINSE WITH WATER. DISCARD AND DO NOT REUSE THE SPENT SANITIZER. RINSE都应该 IN THE SUITABLE WATER TO ENSURE THAT NO AVAILABLE CHLORINE REMAINS IN THE SYSTEM. THIS PRODUCT IS RECOMMENDED FOR DECONTAMINATING SINGLE AND MULTI-PATIENT HEMODIALYSATE SYSTEMS. THIS PRODUCT HAS BEEN SHOWN TO BE AN EFFECTIVE DISINFECTANT (VIRUCIDE, FUNGICIDE, BACTERICIDE, PSEUDOMONICIDE) WHEN TESTED BY AOAC AND EPA TEST METHODS. THIS PRODUCT MAY NOT TOTALLY ELIMINATE ALL VEGETATIVE MICROORGANISMS IN HEMODIALYSATE DELIVERY SYSTEMS DUE TO THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND OR ASSEMBLY, BUT CAN BE RELIED UPON TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF MICROORGANISMS TO ACCEPTABLE LEVELS WHEN USED AS DIRECTED. THIS PRODUCT SHOULD BE USED IN A DISINFECTANT PROGRAM WHICH INCLUDES BACTERIOLOGICAL MONITORING OF THE HEMODIALYSATE DELIVERY SYSTEM. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT RECOMMENDED FOR USE IN HEMODIALYSATE OR REVERSE OSMOSIS (RO) MEMBRANES. CONSULT THE GUIDELINES FOR HEMODIALYSATE SYSTEMS WHICH ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE HEPATITIS LABORATORIES, CDC, PHOENIX, AZ 85201. PLEASE NOTE: THIS PRODUCT IS NOT TO BE USED AS A TERMINAL STERILANT HIGH LEVEL DISINFECTANT ON ANY SURFACE OR INSTRUMENT THAT (1) IS INTRODUCED DIRECTLY INTO THE HUMAN BODY, EITHER INTO OR IN CONTACT WITH THE BLOODSTREAM OR OTHERWISE ENTER NORMALLY STERILE AREAS OF THE BODY. THIS PRODUCT MAY BE USED TO PRECLEAN OR DECONTAMINATE CRITICAL OR SEMI-CRITICAL MEDICAL DEVICES PRIOR TO STERILIZATION OR HIGH-LEVEL DISINFECTION.

ASPHALT OR SEALED WOOD ROOFS AND SIDINGS

TO CONTROL FUNGUS AND MILDEW, FIRST REMOVE ALL PHYSICAL SOIL BY BRUSHING AND HOSING WITH CLEAN WATER AND APPLY A 5000 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE SOLUTION. MIX 5 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER GALLON OF WATER AND BRUSH OR SPRAY ROOF OR SIDING. AFTER 30 MINUTES, RINSE BY HOSING WITH CLEAN WATER.

BOAT BOTTOMS

TO CONTROL SLIME ON BOAT BOTTOMS, SLING A PLASTIC TARP UNDER BOAT, RETAINING ENOUGH WATER TO COVER THE FOULED BOTTOM AREA, BUT NOT ALLOWING WATER TO ENTER ENCLOSED AREA. THIS ENVELOPE SHOULD CONTAIN APPROXIMATELY 500 GALLONS OF WATER TO A 14 FOOT BOAT. ADD 18 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT TO THIS WATER TO OBTAIN A 35 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE CONCENTRATION. LEAVE IMMERSED FOR 8 TO 12 HOURS. REPEAT AS NECESSARY. DO NOT DISCHARGE THE SOLUTION UNTIL THE FREE CHLORINE LEVEL HAS DROPPED TO 0 PPM, AS DETERMINED BY A SWIMMING POOL TEST KIT.

ARTIFICIAL SAND BEACHES

TO SANITIZE THE SAND, SPRAY A 500 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE SOLUTION CONTAINING 5 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10 GALLONS OF WATER AT FREQUENT INTERVALS. SMALL AREAS CAN BE SPRINKLED WITH A WATER CAN.

PULP AND PAPER MILL PROCESS WATER SYSTEMS:

SLUG FEED METHOD – INITIAL DOSE: WHEN SYSTEM IS NOTICEABLY FOULED, APPLY 52 TO 104 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM TO OBTAIN FROM 5 TO 10 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE. REPEAT UNTIL CONTROL IS ACHIEVED. SUBSEQUENT DOSE: WHEN MICROBIAL CONTROL IS EVIDENT, ADD 11 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM DAILY, OR AS NEEDED TO MAINTAIN CONTROL AND KEEP THE CHLORINE RESIDUAL AT 1 PPM. BADLY FOULED SYSTEMS MUST BE CLEANED BEFORE TREATMENT IS BEGUN.

INTERMITTENT FEED METHOD – INITIAL DOSE: WHEN SYSTEM IS NOTICEABLY FOULED, APPLY 52 TO 104 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM TO OBTAIN 5 TO 10 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE. APPLY HALF (OR 0.3, 0.25, OR 0.2) OF THIS INITIAL DOSE WHEN HALF (OR 0.3, 0.25, OR 0.2) OF THE WATER IN THE SYSTEM HAS BEEN LOST BY BLOWDOWN.
SUBSEQUENT DOSE:  WHEN MICROBIAL CONTROL IS EVIDENT, ADD 11 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM TO OBTAIN A 1 PPM RESIDUAL.  APPLY HALF (OR 0.3, 0.25, OR 0.2) OF THIS INITIAL DOSE WHEN HALF (OR 0.3, 0.25, OR 0.2) OF THE WATER IN THE SYSTEM HAS BEEN LOST BY BLOWDOWN.  BADLY FOULED SYSTEMS MUST BE CLEANED BEFORE TREATMENT IS BEGUN.

CONTINUOUS FEED METHOD – INITIAL DOSE:  WHEN THE SYSTEM IS NOTICEABLY FOULED, APPLY 52 TO 104 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM TO OBTAIN 5 TO 10 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE.  SUBSEQUENT DOSE:  MAINTAIN THIS TREATMENT LEVEL BY STARTING A CONTINUOUS FEED OF 1 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER LOST BY BLOWDOWN TO MAINTAIN A 1 PPM RESIDUAL.  BADLY FOULED SYSTEMS MUST BE CLEANED BEFORE TREATMENT IS BEGUN.

BRIQUETTES OR TABLETS – INITIALLY SLUG DOSE THE SYSTEM WITH 52 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM.  BADLY FOULED SYSTEMS MUST BE CLEANED BEFORE TREATMENT IS BEGUN.  SUBSEQUENT DOSE:  WHEN MICROBIAL CONTROL IS EVIDENT, ADD 11 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM DAILY, OR AS NEEDED TO MAINTAIN CONTROL AND KEEP THE CHLORINE RESIDUAL AT 1 PPM.  BADLY FOULED SYSTEMS MUST BE CLEANED BEFORE TREATMENT IS BEGUN.

EMERGENCY DISINFECTION AFTER MAIN BREAKS:

MAINS – BEFORE ASSEMBLY OF THE REPAIRED SECTION, FLUSH OUT MUD AND SOIL.  PERMIT A WATER FLOW OF AT LEAST 2.5 FEET PER MINUTE TO CONTINUE UNDER PRESSURE WHILE INJECTING THIS PRODUCT BY MEANS OF A HYPOCLORINATOR.  STOP WATER FLOW WHEN A CHLORINE RESIDUAL TEST OF 50 PPM IS OBTAINED AT THE LOW-PRESSURE END OF THE NEW MAIN SECTION AFTER A 24 HOUR RETENTION TIME.  WHEN CHLORINATION IS COMPLETED, THE SYSTEM MUST BE FLUSHED FREE OF ALL HEAVILY CHLORINATED WATER.

EMERGENCY DISINFECTION AFTER DROUGHTS:

SUPPLEMENTARY WATER SUPPLIES – GRAVITY OR MECHANICAL HYPOCHLORITE FEEDERS SHOULD BE SET UP ON A SUPPLEMENTARY LINE TO DOSE THE WATER TO A MINIMUM CHLORINE RESIDUAL OF 0.2 PPM AFTER A 20 MINUTE CONTACT TIME.  USE A CHLORINE TEST KIT.

WATER SHIPPED IN BY TANKS, TANK CARS, TRUCKS, ETC. – THOROUGHLY CLEAN ALL CONTAINERS AND EQUIPMENT.  SPRAY A 500 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE SOLUTION AND RINSE WITH POTABLE WATER AFTER 5 MINUTES.  THE SOLUTION IS MADE BY MIXING 5 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT FOR EACH 10 GALLONS OF WATER.  DURING THE FILLING OF THE CONTAINERS, DOSE WITH SUFFICIENT AMOUNTS OF THIS PRODUCT TO PROVIDE AT LEAST A 0.2 PPM CHLORINE RESIDUAL.  USE A CHLORINE TEST KIT.

EMERGENCY DISINFECTION AFTER FIRES:

CROSS CONNECTIONS OR EMERGENCY CONNECTIONS – HYPOCHLORINATION OR GRAVITY FEED EQUIPMENT SHOULD BE SET UP NEAR THE INTAKE OF THE UNTREATED WATER SUPPLY.  APPLY SUFFICIENT PRODUCT TO GIVE A CHLORINE RESIDUAL OF AT LEAST 0.1 TO 0.2 PPM AT THE POINT WHERE THE UNTREATED SUPPLY ENTERS THE REGULAR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM.  USE A CHLORINE TEST KIT.

BEFORE TREATMENT IS BEGUN.

CONTINUOUS FEED METHOD – INITIAL DOSE:  WHEN THE SYSTEM IS NOTICEABLY FOULED, APPLY 52 TO 104 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM TO OBTAIN 5 TO 10 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE.  SUBSEQUENT DOSE:  MAINTAIN THIS TREATMENT LEVEL BY STARTING A CONTINUOUS FEED OF 1 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER LOST BY BLOWDOWN TO MAINTAIN A 1 PPM RESIDUAL.  BADLY FOULED SYSTEMS MUST BE CLEANED BEFORE TREATMENT IS BEGUN.

BRIQUETTES OR TABLETS – INITIALLY SLUG DOSE THE SYSTEM WITH 52 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM.  BADLY FOULED SYSTEMS MUST BE CLEANED BEFORE TREATMENT IS BEGUN.  SUBSEQUENT DOSE:  WHEN MICROBIAL CONTROL IS EVIDENT, ADD 11 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER 10,000 GALLONS OF WATER IN THE SYSTEM DAILY, OR AS NEEDED TO MAINTAIN CONTROL AND KEEP THE CHLORINE RESIDUAL AT 1 PPM.  BADLY FOULED SYSTEMS MUST BE CLEANED BEFORE TREATMENT IS BEGUN.

EMERGENCY DISINFECTION AFTER FLOODS:

WELLS – THOROUGHLY FLUSH CONTAMINATED CASING WITH A 500 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE SOLUTION.  PREPARE THIS SOLUTION BY MIXING 6 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT WITH 10 GALLONS OF WATER.  BACKWASH THE WELL TO INCREASE YIELD AND REDUCE TURBIDITY, ADDING SUFFICIENT CHLORINATING SOLUTION TO THE BACKWASH TO PRODUCE A 10 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE
RESIDUAL, AS DETERMINED BY A CHLORINE TEST KIT. AFTER THE TURBIDITY HAS BEEN REDUCED AND THE CASING HAS BEEN TREATED, ADD SUFFICIENT CHLORINATING SOLUTION TO PRODUCE A 50 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE RESIDUAL. AGITATE THE WELL WATER FOR SEVERAL HOURS AND TAKE A REPRESENTATIVE WATER SAMPLE. RETREAT WELL IF WATER SAMPLES ARE BIOLOGICALLY UNACCEPTABLE.

RESERVOIRS – IN CASE OF CONTAMINATING BY OVERFLOWING STREAMS, ESTABLISH HYPOCHLORINATING STARTING UPSTREAM OF THE RESERVOIR. CHLORINATE THE INLET WATER UNTIL THE ENTIRE RESERVOIR OBTAINS A 0.2 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE RESIDUAL, AS DETERMINED BY A SUITABLE CHLORINE TEST KIT. IN CASE OF CONTAMINATION FROM SURFACE DRAINAGE, APPLY SUFFICIENT PRODUCT DIRECTLY TO THE RESERVOIR TO OBTAIN A 0.2 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE RESIDUAL IN ALL PARTS OF THE RESERVOIR.

BASINS, TANKS, FLUMES, ETC. – THOROUGHLY CLEAN ALL EQUIPMENT, THEN APPLY 26 OZ. OF PRODUCT PER 5 CU. FT. OF WATER TO OBTAIN 500 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE RESIDUAL, AS DETERMINED BY A SUITABLE TEST KIT. AFTER 24 HOURS, DRAIN, FLUSH, AND RETURN TO SERVICE. IF THE PREVIOUS METHOD IS NOT SUITABLE, SPRAY OR FLUSH THE EQUIPMENT WITH A SOLUTION CONTAINING 6 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT FOR EACH 5 GALLONS OF WATER (1000 PPM AVAILABLE CHLORINE). ALLOW TO STAND FOR 2 TO 4 HOURS, FLUSH AND RETURN TO SERVICE.

FILTERS – WHEN THE SAND FILTER NEEDS REPLACEMENT, APPLY 104 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT FOR EACH 150 TO 200 CUBIC FEET OF SAND. WHEN THE FILTER IS SEVERELY CONTAMINATED, ADDITIONAL PRODUCT SHOULD BE DISTRIBUTED OVER THE SURFACE AT THE RATE OF 104 OZ. PER 20 SQ. FT. WATER SHOULD STAND AT A DEPTH OF 1 FOOT ABOVE THE SURFACE OF THE FILTER BED FOR 4 TO 24 HOURS. WHEN FILTER BEDS CAN BE BACKWASHED OF MUD AND SILT, APPLY 80 OZ. OF THIS PRODUCT PER EACH 50 SQ. FT., ALLOWING THE WATER TO STAND AT A DEPTH OF 1 FOOT ABOVE THE FILTER SAND. AFTER 30 MINUTES, DRAIN WATER TO THE LEVEL OF THE FILTER. AFTER 4 TO 6 HOURS, DRAIN, AND PROCEED WITH NORMAL BACKWASHING.

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM – FLUSH REPAIRED OR REPLACED SECTION WITH WATER. ESTABLISH A HYPOCHLORINATING STATION AND APPLY SUFFICIENT PRODUCT UNTIL A CONSISTENT AVAILABLE CHLORINE RESIDUAL OF AT LEAST 10 PPM REMAINS AFTER A 24 HOUR RETENTION TIME. USE A CHLORINE TEST KIT.